
Chicago APBS Forum—October 14-15, 2010 

These are the notes that were taken by Stefanie Rynkewitz, Jill Lee, and Kelly Vaillancourt.  Please refer 

to www.pbis.org under “Presentation Resources” for the full power point presentations from the 

conference. 

Loudoun County’s Goals: 

1. Getting started in secondary schools 

2. Secondary and Tertiary Supports 

3. Implementing CICO with fidelity 

4. Involvement of families and communities 

5. Data (program evaluation, fidelity, progress monitoring) 

6. RI/PBIS coordination 

Keynote:  George Sugai 

 Next Year’s Forum-October 27 – 28, 2011 

 Training and evaluation blueprint on the flashdrive 

 Article to check out by Horner, Sugai, and Anderson (Focus on Exceptionality journal)—

www.pbis.org 

 Instead of referring to students as being in a particular zone, say “This student is receiving a tier 

2 intervention.”  We want to label behavior, not people.  A student could theoretically be in 

several tiers because behaviors could be at all levels.  For example, a student’s adult relationship 

skills could be in tier 1 while his/her anger management skills could be tier 3.  (There is a slide in 

Sugai’s powerpoint which illustrates this) 

 www.pbisillinois.org 

 

Getting Started in High Schools:  Brigid Flannery (brigidf@uoregon.edu) and Elise Guest 

(elise_guest@ddouglas.k12.va.us) 

 Presenters noted that a lot of high schools struggle during implementation and that many 

schools utilize a year of pre-planning prior to roll out to students and staff 

 There are more contextual variables at the high school level that warrant consideration (i.e., 

size, infrastructure, student age, teacher philosophy, and outcomes associated with high 

schools)  

 It is very important to operationally define the behaviors.  An example was provided in which 

staff met and operationally defined a tardy so that all teachers were consistent.  The staff voted 

on this which made it the standard.  The same could be said for the process of identifying what 

constitutes a classroom report and office referral 

 Student involvement is paramount 

 **There is a monograph available on SWPBS in the high school at www.pbis.org 

http://www.pbis.org/
http://www.pbisillinois.org/
mailto:brigidf@uoregon.edu
mailto:elise_guest@ddouglas.k12.va.us
http://www.pbis.org/


 From the field:  Urban high school:  over 3,000 students, over 200 staff… 

o Participation, Respect, Integrity, Diversity, Excellence 

o Created an implementation timeline (this is the same as our action plan) 

o **https://sites.google.com/a/ddouglas.k12.or.us/scotspride 

 Incentive Ideas: 

o Ideas that promote school spirit 

 Buttons, t-shirts, lanyards, water bottles, admittance to school events, front of  

the line for lunch, lunch with an adult of choice, parking spot 

  

Integrating Family/Community into all three tiers:  Kimberly Breen, Karen Childs, & Lou Cavallo 

 Levels of family participation include awareness, involvement, and extension into the home 

 Tier 1-Family 

o Provide PBIS information 

o Survey families (behaviors of concern, etc) 

o Share PBIS principles and strategies with families (PTA meetings, videos in the office while 

they wait, workshops, etc) 

 Tier 1-Community 

o Community forums/focus groups 

o Extend expectations into the community (provide locations with recognitions) 

 Tier 2-Families 

o Extension of interventions into the home (i.e., social skills applications and scripts) 

o Communicate regularly with parents 

 Tier 2-Community 

o Supports for communities that assist at-risk students—distribute information 

o Provide mentors from the community 

o Partnerships with local agencies 

 Tier 3-Families 

o Behavior support strategies from the universal level adapted to meet individual needs 

 Tier 3-Community 

o Wrap-around support (vocational, mental health, etc) 

 Data: 

o Outcome (i.e., number of families that completed surveys and the scores from the surveys) 

o Process (i.e., number of surveys returned, number of positive notes sent home, and number 

of businesses with expectations posted in the community) 

o Consideration of real data is necessary.  For example, if you sent out 50 surveys but only had 

10 returned you need to figure out what happened that caused the other 40 to not be 

returned 

o There are family satisfaction tools on the www.pbisillinois.org website 

 Questions to ask administrators: 

http://www.pbisillinois.org/


o How many teams does your school have? 

o How many family members are on that team? 

o How many teams have a community member? 

 

Secondary/Tertiary Systems Development, Part 1:  Cyndi Anderson & Lucille Ebner; 

canders@uoregon.edu 

 Tier 2 interventions: 

o Daily Progress Report, Social/academic instructional groups, Check in/Check out, competing 

behavior pathway, interdependent group contingencies (i.e., good behavior game), mentoring 

programs 

 Tier 3 interventions: 

o Complex wrap-around plans, Complex FBA and BIP 

 Have students speak to their own data and explain their progress to others 

 Academic/Behavior Check-In and Check-Out (for middle schools who are already doing CICO and 

are doing it well) 

o Coordinator meets with the parents first and shows them how to review homework, look over 

the point sheet, etc 

o The goals are academically focused but embedded with PBIS goals 

 Example:  I will respect myself by completing all of my homework. 

o The back of the card can be designed so that the student can list homework assignments and 

upcoming tasks 

o The coordinator role-plays how to use the card with the student 

 Example:  What do you do if you get a zero?  How do you hand in your card?  What time 

do you check in and check out?  What do you do if your check- in and check- out person 

is absent? 

 Breaks are better (for elementary schools) 

o Students are taught how to request a break, how to take a break, and how to return to work 

o Break options are determined by the teacher (e.g., stretching in the back of the room, changing 

seats, etc) 

o The card could contain an example of how to request a break (visual reminder) 

o This requires role playing as well particularly when faced with a situation in which the teacher 

says that the student cannot have a break when requested 

o The concept behind this is that students will ask for less breaks since they are given more freely 

as a result of this intervention 

o Adaptations:  Older students may want to use an electronic card instead 

 

 LearningEarnings.com—A way for schools to earn free recognitions for students based on 

appropriate demonstrations of behavior—I will be following up with the coordination team about 

this 



PBIS and Youth Justice: Expansion to the Most Vulnerable Youth-Mike Nelson, Kristine Jolivette, Jeff 

Sprague and Matt Cregor 

Session was suggesting ways that you could start PBIS in detention centers and juvenile justice facilities 

All need to be involved-old, punitive ways need to be discarded 

Jeff Sprague: modules 

1) Facility Wide—all staff need to teach and model the expectations 

2) Outcomes for Youth-is there carry over so that they are not repeat offenders 

3) CICO-different than in schools—more of one on one mentoring and it needs to be totally 

positive interactions between the mentor and the student 

4) FBA/BIP-and this needs to be re-visited for effectiveness 

Staff needs to take a look at their youth—what is their reading level?  What disabilities do they have?  

Know the children that you are dealing with 

Matt Cregor:  Bills currently before congress which are incorporating PBIS 

 Achievement through prevention 

 Positive behavior for Safe & Effective schools 

 Academic, social & emotional learning 

 Restorative Justice Act 

 Reducing seclusion & restraint in schools 

 

Information can be found on the PBIS site and click on the Communities tab 

 

Match up PBIS with the mission statement of the school that you are working with—see how 

you can incorporate them.   

Journal of Behavioral Disorders – ccbd.net 

 

Congressional website:  Thomas.gov 

 

 

Enhanced Implementation at High School: Steve Romano and Ami Flammini (Illinois) 

 The uniqueness of high school was discussed as it being much different than working with the 

elementary level.  The components are the same but the “practices” are different 

 Train and meet separately from the elementary teams 

 They have created a high school specific curriculum for their new PBIS school teams.  They have 

built into their curriculum specific high school lesson plans and handed it out to their teams in 

binder format 



 Readiness for PBIS implementation is critical.  Don’t begin unless the school and administration 

is totally on board 

 Two coaches are recommended per high school  in case one should leave, you have the 2nd one 

 It takes a great deal of work for sustainability within the high school setting   

 Early on the team should meet twice a month and then scale down to one time 

 PBIS Illinois.org to view their materials 

 When you review data—review the individual student-not just the incident, time of day and 

where the incident occurred.  What is the reading level of the student?  Has the student passed 

all classes or do they have credit deficiencies in a certain area?   

 Students need to be included in implementation from the beginning-and for high school you 

need to include each grade level and a variety of students 

 Once you have implemented a Tier level support, you need to go back and review it to track its 

effectiveness-if it is not working, try something else  

 

 

Building Trainer Competency for Coaches: Marla Dewhirst, Lori Newcomer, Jane Nethercut 

Infrastructure and coaching go together—take a look at what you are doing within your schools-if you 

add something, then you need to take something away.  In order for fidelity to occur and keep the 

commitment going, you need to be understanding to how much you are expecting your staff to 

undertake  

The system: State, district, buildings, teachers, family, community 

Blueprint for success – is now on their website to aid with sustainability-  If you downloaded it in the 

past it is now brand new   

Good to Great – by Jim Collins – don’t just assign someone to be a coach.  Who should be a coach? They 

need to have some experience (such as experience within the building).  It should be someone who will 

stay in the same building and someone who has credibility as far being the internal coach   

On their site they have a rubric for Outcomes of Coaching – for external coaches – suggested tasks and 

training topics are also included on their site  

Coaching at the building level-on the Missouri website they have forms 

There is a difference between coaching and Leading-coaching is more of providing support and 

evaluating fidelity within the building.  The team leader needs to be someone totally different.  The 

team leader needs to be guiding everyone to look at the data and to use the process  

Groups vs Teams: Teams need to share the authority and everyone needs to do their part-the entire 

team takes the responsibility  



 Groups-they have a limited sharing of responsibility/authority-this is where 1 or 2 do the work-they 

function more as individuals rather than as teams even though they are part of a group 

What they are doing in Texas: they have 125 campuses-the external coaches have 5 -6 campuses each.  

They have 15 external coaches with an added supervisor and a technical assistant 

They divide their schools into zone teams-17 schools are included per zone 

They work on student issues, consult to teachers, and access to mental health.  They do their training by 

zone based on the data that they are collecting.  They go through a goal setting process-it is a worksheet 

that they fill out for each campus  

Illinois: they have 2 forums a year-much of what they do is on their website.  They have different Phases 

of Implementation (POI) and a rubric for this with Tier I, II and III supports listed  

 

Secondary/Tertiary Systems Development, Part 2:  Tools and Strategies-Cyndi Anderson (Oregon) and 

Kimberli Breen (Illinois) 

Discussed interventions at the different Tier levels—how to get them in place and then how to sustain 

them 

Outcomes: seem to be more and more restrictive 

Evidence Based Practices (EBP)- i.e. mentoring – don’t just include something—ensure that there is EBP 

in order to include that particular intervention 

How do you select an intervention – select the least restrictive – like CICO and then go into more 

intensive if you find that is not working—like a social group.  Set up an individualized continuum by 

school so that the team knows the direction that they are going 

Give the team a copy of a blank triangle and then as a team go ahead and fill it out for the different tiers. 

This will be different for each school 

Self-Assessment: PBIS Illinois website has all of the information.  There are Secondary/Tertiary guiding 

questions-do not ask “do you do?” but more of a “how do you do”—more of a self-reflection 

What are effective systems:  

 Creation: you need time 

 Use: need resources such as people to aid in implementation of the system and participation 

 Monitoring 

Evaluate the intervention-you want to look for at least 70% responding or response compared to 

baseline – if you are not getting this percentage of response then you need to change the 

intervention that you are using but make sure that you are giving it time – 6 weeks to monitor the 



intervention that you are putting in place-look at layering your interventions—this makes the dose 

strong enough  

 

Developing an Evaluation System-Bob Algozzine (University of North Carolina at Charlotte), Steve 

Goodman (Michigan Integrated Behavior & Learning Initiative)   

Purpose of an evaluation is to tell a story 

 Evaluation is different than research. In research you start with a hypothesis and you set out to 

test it. With evaluation, you take the data you have to document what you have done, evidence 

to guide improvement, sustainable implementation, and to build continuing support for the 

intervention. 

 Three Key Features 

o Evidence to Document Program, Initiative, or Intervention 

 What is the context, was it done with fidelity, what has it done 

 Context: Who did it: state, local district, school? 

 Cohorts: have they grown over time, have they improved over time? 

Who was in the cohorts? 

 Why did we start it? Was it mandated, was it to fix a problem, did it just 

sound like a good idea etc.? 

o Evidence to Improve and Sustain Implementation 

 Based on current data, what can we do to make it better 

 Use the data you have to act on it. If your data says you need more data, report 

that and use it to improve practice 

o Evidence to Direct Policy and Practice 

Documenting Context and Input 

 Leadership and Coordination 

o For LCPS: State, Regional, and District and school level support teams 

o Show over  time the increase in schools participating 

o Document levels of funding and where they come from 

 Documenting Fidelity 

o Various assessment tools via pbssurveys.org or pbsassessment.org   

 Use a combination of self-assessment measures and progress monitoring 

 Document Program Impact 

o Student outcomes 

 Improved classroom climate, improved attendance, fewer office referrals, look 

at SPED referral rates, standardized test scores, instructional climate etc. 

Documenting Evidence to Improve and Sustain Implementation 



 District Capacity for Sustained Effects 

o Tie evaluation to state/school board policy related to behavior 

o Look at school board outcome indicators 

o School Improvement  Plan goals 

o Are behavior outcomes included in teacher/principal/school evaluations? 

Document Evidence to Direct, Support, and Revise Policy Decisions 

 Take stock of where you are, use both formative and summative evaluation 

 This is what is going well, these are changes we have seen, this is what we can improve 

 

Ideas gleaned from example evaluation report 

 Assessment booklet 

o Data collection booklet with links to all surveys/forms broken down by what is due each 

month.  Particularly effective in schools that use both RtI as well as PBIS.  All data goes 

to ONE place (this system uses SWIS) 

 Improving Data: not all accurate data is meaningful , but to be meaningful, it must be accurate 

o Matching Game: give examples of behaviors and have staff/coaches determine what 

category it falls under.  If highly inconsistent answers, more training may be needed in 

how to document behaviors 

o Look at schools with high BOQ scores vs. low BOQ scores to see if OVER TIME levels of 

problem behavior have decreased or increased 

 It is not accurate to look at pre-post implementation since it is highly likely that 

the manner in which behavior was documented changed  

o Look at data in regards to where incidents are occurring. Compare those with academic 

outcomes  

 I.e. schools that have <50% of office referrals coming from the classroom 

generally have higher rates of academic proficiency 

 This is also generally true with schools who have high BOQ scores vs. those who 

have lower BOQ scores 

**** The most important thing is that you use the data you have to tell a meaningful story.  In LCPS, 

we have data on fidelity, we have office referrals and classroom reports, we have SOL scores, we have 

data showing how overtime more schools have come on board.  We have a lot of data to show a lot of 

really good things.  We just have to present it in the correct manner. 

 

 

 



Bridging the Racial Discipline Gap and Schoolwide PBIS Matthew Cregor, NAACP Legal Defense & 

Educational Fund; Kent Smith, Eau Claire Area School District (WI) 

Historically African American Students have been disciplined (both in terms of suspensions and 

expulsions) at higher rates than white students 

o This disparity is seen with the exact same behaviors 

 Even more so when examining the special education population 

 He spoke some of the issue of over-identification of certain ethnicities, but this was not the crux 

of the issue 

 Cultural competence plays into this.  One example given was a group of students wearing hats; 

those that were African American were disciplined for suspected gang affiliation; white students 

were not  

o One administrator spoke of this particular issue in his school in the past, and how he had 

to work hard to train his staff not to “make mountains out of mole hills” and to be 

consistent in how we lay out expectations and how we provide consequences 

 The issue of “whiteness” was discussed.  We often impose our own values and norms on 

behaviors.  Why is it not a big deal for a white student to wear saggy pants, but it is for an 

African American (was just one example)? 

 Encourages schools to analyze discipline data and ask yourself those hard questions that no one 

wants to address, but NEED to be addressed 

o In addition to an achievement gap, there is a discipline gap, and it is inappropriately 

excluding students from school 

 PBIS is one way to address this problem- if implemented with fidelity and with consistency 

 If gaps exist, ask yourself why 

o Perhaps staff development in cultural competence and awareness is needed. 

 One school gave examples of what they did; they had significant gaps and disparities in their 

county. Every school went through a crash course in diversity training and they still have not 

rolled it out to everyone, but they have seen improvements in the discipline gaps but there are 

still issues 

 The bottom line- just as there is concern with over-identification of certain populations in 

certain special education categories, we need to be mindful of underlying trends in our 

discipline that are beneath the typical analysis of location, time, infraction etc.  

 

Building Trainer Competency for Secondary/Tertiary Systems Susan Barrett, Shepart Pratt Health 

System (VA); Lucille Eber, Illinois PBIS Network 

 School administrators should be knowledgeable about FBA and BIP if their school is 

implementing Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions 

 Continuous evaluations of need should occur at the school building level 

 VA has a blueprint from moving from a PBIS team member to a PBIS trainer 

o Need generations of practitioners to facilitate the change 



o Saves school systems money as all training can be done internally 

 Teams and administrators need to examine their organizational structure 

o What teams are already in place, what is their function, is there flexibility 

 Focus is prevention and intervention. Special Education is NOT an intervention 

o Goal of prevention and intervention is better outcomes for kids. We want to make the 

kids life better, not the teacher’s life easier 

 Tier 2: most basic and most common intervention is CICO 

o Foundation to Tier 3 

 Examine data in terms of Least Restrictive Environment 

o Outcomes for most vulnerable population? 

o Is there fluency among the full range of interventions at a school? 

 Coaches and Administrators should frequently meet and attend trainings together 

o Look at structure of team, is there overlap among other committees 

 Leaders in school should look ahead to Tier 2 and Tier 3 implementation as they are 

implementing Tier 1 

 Complete a Team Check Up- what is already in place at your school 

o Are there criteria for inclusion in certain interventions (i.e., guidance groups) or do we 

“just offer it because we always have”? 

 Ideally, separate teams to evaluate Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 interventions.  These need to be 

fluid and readily available and data needs to be analyzed frequently  

 

 

 


